
Test work on
 English language

Worked:
Dubinovich Yulia

Oruzhbekova Karina
Chasanoff Anna

Chernova Dalina

SDK - 201



For work we included in a condition, that there comes 
the man (at age of 25 - 30 years) for meetings with 

business partners in advance of the business, which 
would like to learn about the city of Yekaterinburg.



We want to offer it our program of residence in the capital : 
it includes placement in hotel, food at restaurant, and also 

excursion on local sights and the museums.



The excellent hotel "Vysotsky" is in the center of 
Yekaterinburg.  The business center of the city, 
exclusive shops and restaurants settle down in 
foot availability. 

The main feature of hotel - its arrangement on the 
top floors of the most northern skyscraper of the 
world that "Vysotsky" not only by unique sight of 
the city, but also the most high-rise hotel in Europe 
In all numbers — panoramic windows from which 
the fascinating view of the city opens does. 

The hotel is in the modern business center, so, 
guests can receive the widest range of business 
services. Also in the business center restaurants 
of the Italian, East and European kitchens. After 
busy day guests can relax in a premium class Spa 
salon, or visit entertaining part of the business 
center with bars and night clubs.



Apartments total area are 24 m.
two rooms:

Bedroom - a double bed with all necessary bedding and bedside curbstones, the 
TV, a desk;

 Drawing room - a coffee table, a sofa;
The equipped kitchen with all necessary dining facilities, mini — bar phone, the 

conditioner. 



4 days in hotel will manage in 5807rub 



For a trip (5 days) the person will eat (3 times a day) in 
«Meeting place café». Therefore, 4 breakfast and 
dinner and 5 business lunches.

Menu of breakfasts:

tea the black / green / grassy / fruit 40

toast 15

Omelet with ham cheese and tomatoes 140

Flakes corn with yogurt/milk 90

Pancakes with jam / sour cream /honey, 
condensed milk

90

Porridge of "5 cereals" on milk 90



Business lunch menu

with 12 to 16

tea the black / green / 
grassy / fruit

280

∙Сake
Strudel apple or cherry 
with ice cream
Tiramisu
Cheesecake
Egg in your beer
Carmelite

∙Salads
Aphrodite
Clearing
Greek
Snow White
Whim

∙Soups
Soup - cream
Borsch
Fish soup
Kharcho
The mushroom

∙Hot dishes
Meat on French
Boat
Fish baked
Stake from beef
Teftelki
∙Garnish
rice with vegetables
mashed potatoes
buckwheat



Dinner menu





Drinks



«Get acquainted, Yekaterinburg»
Monuments, areas, historical 
square, Lenin Avenue, etc.

«The forgotten pages of 
Yekaterinburg»

 Ancient estates, 
temples, etc.

«Yekaterinburg orthodox» 
 Temples, cathedrals, 

monasteries 







Border of Europe 
and Asia (4 hours)  





As a result cost of excursions the such:

Excursion "City legends" 590 rub. 
Border of Europe and Asia 330 rub 

 (+ 45 rub )
"Yekaterinburg orthodox" 

320 rub 

"The forgotten pages of Yekaterinburg" 

 "Get acquainted, Yekaterinburg" 



We will make everything that your stay would be comfortable and unforgettable.


